COMMISSIONS

‘We were
brainstorming
about maritime
themes and
came up with
the idea of
sailors’ tattoos.
we didn’t want
anything too
traditional and
loved the idea of
mixing old
fashioned
quilting with
something a bit
more edgy’

Quilting the
anniversary
When the famous London department store
Liberty wanted to commemorate its 140th
anniversary, it turned to three artists to create
celebratory quilts for its windows
he London department store Liberty celebrated its 140th
anniversary this year by commissioning three textile
artists to make celebratory quilts for its window displays.
The store was founded in 1875 by Arthur Lazenby Liberty
(1843-1917) with premises at 218A Regent Street. Originally the
shop specialized in Oriental works of art but soon expanded to
sell European furnishings and clothing designed by the likes of
CFA Voysey and Archibald Knox. Liberty’s brand of fashionable
arts and crafts, and later on Art Nouveau design, marketed at
affordable prices meant that the shop prospered and by 1924
new premises were required. These were built on Great
Marlborough Street by the architect Edwin T Hall in an
unashamedly over-the-top mock Tudor style, complete with
Hampton Court style chimneys and mullion windows. The
striking black timbers were sourced from Castle Shipbreakers, a
company specialising in re-cycling old wooden ships made
obsolete by the introduction of iron-clad ships, and came from
HMS Hindustan and HMS Impregnable.
This naval connection was the inspiration for the
commission’s breezy aesthetic with its witty and self
consciously contemporary theme of sailors’ tattoos. The plan
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Louise Gardiner
outside her Cheshire
studio with the
magnificent
embroidered quilt
she completed for
Liberty’s anniversary
window display, and
machine embroidery
(above) in progress

elements to her subject matter,
making her textiles slyly
subversive. Consequently there
are two saucy female figures
steering the ship’s wheel
depicted
beneath
the
lighthouse and the mermaids
above are depicted as blatantly
busty, pouting sex symbols. It’s
all delightfully cheeky, infused
with sense of seaside fun, but
underneath
the
lightheartedness there is a serious
point: Gardiner is constantly
pushing at the boundaries of
traditional embroidery in a bid
to up-date the medium for a
21st century audience: ‘I want
to avoid anything too pretty pretty and to make embroidery a
bit rock and roll’, she says.
Karen Nicol is equally interested in reinterpreting
traditional ideas about textiles, and sees the commission as
an advert for contemporary quilting. ‘It is fantastic that they
(the three quilts) will be hung in the atrium as it may
encourage people to do things differently and push them a
bit,’ she says. Like Gardiner, Nicol has clearly enjoyed the
tattoo theme and interestingly – although they never
discussed their designs – the two have chosen similar motifs
for their quilts – ropes, hearts, waves and flowers.

Karen Nicol’s
quilt is a joyful
piece full of
charming details
such as the
sailors’ hats
worn by her
very strokeable
monkeys and the
Japanese carp
leaping through
the stylised
waves

Highlights from the quilt
designed by Karen Nicol
for Liberty’s windows, and
opposite, a detail of Louise
Gardiner’s quilt

had always been to commission a group of quilts to celebrate
the anniversary as a way of promoting the new
haberdashery department recently opened on the third floor,
but the idea of incorporating maritime tattoos was
developed almost accidentally.
‘We were brainstorming about maritime themes then just
came up with the idea of sailors’ tattoos. It seemed great as
we didn’t want anything too traditional and loved the idea of
mixing old-fashioned quilting with something a bit more
edgy’, explains Liberty’s Laura Greig. The three textile artists
selected for the project were Amanda Fatherazi, Louise
Gardiner and Karen Nicol, all of whom had been involved in
Liberty’s Quilty Pleasures project in 2010. They were given a
loose brief although each quilt had to feature sailors’ tattoos,
plus the inscription Liberty 1875-2015.
Part of the objective of the commission was to highlight
Liberty’s new haberdashery department’s offerings, so each
artist was encouraged to use Liberty fabrics in their work.
Amanda Fatherazi has perhaps done this most effectively by
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using horizontal strips of printed Liberty fabric to build up
her quilt. Arranged in graduated colours with darker indigos
at the bottom and pale blues at the top, the strips suggest
the sea merging with the horizon and the sky above. Against
this quite conventional printed cotton and lawn background
Fatherazi has placed a large roundel depicting a picture
book-style ship in full sail with a doll-like mermaid
complete with brash red lips and snaking black curls
beneath. With its strong black outlines and blocks of bold
colour echoing traditional 1940s tattoos, the centre is a
dramatic contrast to the gentle printed background. ‘I
wanted the design to stand out and to convey a graphic
sense reminiscent of comic books’ explains Fatherazi, an
artist whose interest in Pop Art can be clearly seen here.
Louise Gardiner has titled her quilt The Lighthouse of
Liberty Love and unsurprisingly the central motif is a large
red and white lighthouse beaming out over stormy waves.
Gardiner has used high-vis fabric for the lighthouse seams
so that it will – fittingly - glow in the dark. The high-vis
fabric, and elsewhere neons, golds and metallics, are in
deliberate contrast to the more traditional reds, blacks and
blues usually associated with tattoos and are designed to
make the piece ‘ping’.
As well as using these unexpected materials, Gardiner
enjoys introducing unexpected, and sometimes humorous,

‘I love their graphic nature – they are bit more edgy and fun
than your normal flowers,’ says Nicol. But she is also
attracted to tattoos because of their links with embroidery:
the tattoo artist marks the human skin using a needle in the
same way the embroiderer marks the cloth with the pattern
becoming an integral part of the ground in both cases. In spite
of these rather gruesome parallels, Nicol’s quilt is a joyful
piece, full of charming details such as the sailors’ hats worn
by her very strokeable monkeys and the Japanese carp
leaping through the stylised waves at the bottom of the piece.
All three artists agree that the biggest challenge about this
commission was the timescale. They were given just three
weeks to complete the pieces, which made the process not
just technically and artistically challenging, but also
physically very demanding. However the results of this speed
quilting are highly impressive and Liberty is clearly delighted
with the commission. After their fortnight in the shop
windows the quilts will be displayed for the rest of the year in
the new haberdashery department. They will be shown
alongside two more traditional quilts made as part of the
project by the Dalston Darlings and Shoreditch Sisters (two
WI groups), using Liberty fabrics. Laura Greig hopes that
together the five pieces will demonstrate the range of
possibilities available to the contemporary quilter and in the
process encourage more of its customers to take up the craft
– an aim that all textile lovers can surely only applaud. e
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